
Blogging requires a lot of time and effort. There are many things that you need to
consider to be successful in this field. Your theme plays a very important role when it
comes to blogging. Choosing the best theme will make your blog look presentable and
effective.

This post will help you decide which theme are you going to use in the future. We
gathered the best themes that you can choose from. We also included its features to
know each of them better and for you to decide easily.

Here are the Best Tech Blog WordPress Themes 2021:

1. Astra

On top of our list, we have Astra. This is the most popular theme. It can help you reduce
website design time with its Pre-Built Websites. Astra also lets you customize everything
and make it look exactly as you want. It also has Layout Settings and Header Options. It
is where you can manage its header layouts, archives, single pages, posts, sidebar, and
footer. This theme is also great for businesses because of its integration with
WooCommerce. Not only that, it is SEO friendly as well.

The best thing about Astra is that it has incredible speed. It is the most lightweight
theme in the market and provides incomparable performance.

2. GeneratePress

Next is GeneratePress. Take full control of your website on a desktop or phone with its
user-friendly features. It has more than 20 language translations including RTL.
GeneratePress is a performance-focused theme as it prioritizes speed, security, and
usability. It uses the latest and most stable coding standards that will make you start as
fast as possible. Page builder also works great with GeneratePress. It will let your page
builder take control by using layout controls. Another good news about this theme is that
it is plugin compatible. It lets you rest easy knowing your favorite plugins will play nice.

GeneratePress knows that accessibility is crucial to your website. That is why it follows
WCAG 2.0 standards to make sure no one will overlook your website.

3. Divi

Amaze your visitors as they scroll down your page with stunning animations of Divi.
Over 800 pre-made website layouts come packaged right inside of this free theme. You
may apply customized background colors, gradients, images, and videos to any
element or use overlapping image effects and background blend modes. Divi has tons
of theme options and theme customization settings. Managing all its settings is easy
within the Divi Theme Options Panel.



Divi is also an advanced design system that can help take your team's workflow to
the next level. It can be a huge part of your success with its Monarch social sharing. It
will make it easy for you to promote your social media profiles.

4. Avada

We included Avada on our list because it is one of the best-selling No. 1 selling themes.
It has flawless integration with Woo Commerce. It allows you to create dynamic and
stylish stores. It also has a library that provides information that will help you reach out
to your target audience. You can also upload your custom icons to improve your
branding and visual message.

Avada offers ultimate design flexibility. You can choose any regular post and recreate a
unique new layout. That is one of the extensive customization options for complete
design freedom. Also, it lets you control layouts, pages, settings, and elements globally
or individually.

Avada adheres to all industry standards to give you pixel-perfect layouts and elements.
That means this theme is perfect on any device.

5. Alpha

Alpha is perfect for news and article sites because it looks like a magazine and
newspaper. It has built-in newspaper skin that offers a different styling option but also
maintains its functionality at the same time. You may show images and videos on the
homepage featured slider which supports any of your posts.

Alpha is easy to use for both beginners and experts. You will have your new theme up
and running in no time with its simple installation process. You can customize every
detail of your theme with its advanced Theme Options Panel. Change fonts and colors
straight from the customizer and upload your logo in a second.

Alpha allows touchscreen device users to flick through content with its touch-enabled
sliders.

6. Utouch

We recommend this for startups, businesses, IT companies, digital technology
corporations, and SaaS agencies. It doesn't matter if you are a WordPress specialist or
a newbie.  It is a remarkably high-quality and multi-purpose WordPress theme.

Its intuitive interface includes widgets, amazing sliders, responsive settings, and other
features. It has KingComposer that provides you indispensable knowledge in web
development. You can also experience its best Frontend Live Editor which shows all
edits in real-time mode. Regular updates are also available to ensure smooth theme



functioning. It has an elegant design that emphasizes this theme's narrow
specialization.

Utouch WordPress theme follows the newest trends in the web development world. This
can help you embody any idea. Because of that, Utouch is the best theme to represent
your business idea to the whole world.

7. News Pro

News Pro can support all great articles, audio, and video of your content-heavy site. It
gives you astonishing design and simple navigation. You can tweak its settings, color
scheme, and content in the theme customizer. And for those who are getting started, it
has full support for text-based logos.

This theme is also great if you want to set up your online store. News Pro is a flexible
eCommerce theme. That means you can set up your store in no time. You can build up
your site with two sidebars and three footer widget areas. Customize it to fit your brand.
Like other themes on our list, News Pro is mobile responsive meaning, your site will be
ideal for every browser, device, and screen size.

8. Newspaper

Bloggers, journalists, business professionals, and both beginners and advanced users
trust Newspaper Theme. One of the reasons is that it is versatile and allows you to
create countless unique sites. It is also easy to monetize with Google Ads, AdSense,
and banner ads. It is also easy to add videos to articles because it has Auto YouTube
and Dailymotion downloader. Apart from that, you can access its tagDiv Composer. It is
one of the easiest to use frontend page builder.

Newspaper has retina-ready and ultra-high resolution graphics layouts. It is also always
compatible with the latest WordPress versions. This theme has an integration with
Instagram, bbPress Forum, BuddyPress, and WooCommerce.

Newspaper offers premium widgets such as Weather, Social Counter, Exchange, and
Newsletter.

9. Schema

Schema is the fastest loading WordPress theme. This often leads to a better user
experience and higher search rankings. It is also an ultra-SEO-friendly theme. You can
earn fast because of its Ad manager. It also has rich snippets to help search engines
understand your site and put you in a higher rank. You can add reviews and let your
visitors leave a review in the comments with its built-in review system. Another SEO
feature is social media voting functionality. There is also an option to make the header
sticky so your important pages are always in reach to your visitor.



Schema design features include shortcodes, Google fonts, headers, and homepage
thumbnail layouts. Customization options include performance options, styling options,
header customization options, and more.

10. GroundWP

There is also this GroundWP in our list of best tech blog WordPress themes. It is a
super fast and lightweight theme that prevents people to wait for your page to load. We
don't want your visitors to click back the button out of frustration. It is also AMP-ready
for bloggers and marketers. It is one of the best marketing themes in the market. This
theme has reached a 5-star rating from its users. Like the other themes that have
mentioned, GroundWP offers impressive speed and performance.

You can customize your logo, menu, featured images, templates, and other features.
GroundWP has plenty of options that let you change your design and layout. It gives
your WordPress website a beautiful new look. Aside from that, it is translation ready
which means the GroundWP theme supports multi-languages.

There are a lot of good themes available in the market. We summed up the best ones to
help you decide for a short time. These themes can be your guide to choose what suits
your website best. We have mentioned the details you can consider before availing of a
theme. Select one that has a design layout that can help you support your goals. It is
important that your site looks good but does not compromise usability.

When it comes to compatibility, you can run basic tests to check the theme on different
browsers. There is also a live preview if you wish to test out a theme without activating
it.

Let us know in the comment section what Tech Blog WordPress Theme are you using
for your website.


